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Spiritual Warfare with Rev.
Franklin Sanders
“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against powers, against the
rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places.” ~ Ephesians 6:12
To
In recent months I have received an increasing
number of requests to address spiritual warfare and
the most powerful, invisible forces that operate in
our world.
I asked Franklin Sanders, who serves as Reverend
and minister of Christ Our Hope Reformed
Episcopal Church in West Point, Tennessee where I
am a member, to join me. An understanding of
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spiritual warfare is more than a personal interest. It
has helped to bring us safely through some mighty
dangerous times.
Franklin and I have agreed we can speak our
minds, so be prepared for a serious yet very lively
discussion. We will speak as Christians with an
expectation to add value to our listeners whatever
your spiritual practice
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Catherine Austin Fitts

Just A Taste - Road to 3.0
Get a "taste" of The Solari Report with this video excerpt from last week's report:
Watch the video...

Highlights from Last Week's Report
In the 3rd Quarter Wrap Up, I am going to outline the 12 most important trends that
define this shift from Global 2.0 to 3.0. I will take a look at the important events of the
last quarter and help you see them in the context of the deeper changes underway.
We will step back from the barrage of daily news and use each Wrap Up to help us
get and keep our perspective!
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized
experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and
financial climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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